headland
pattern by Elizabeth Doherty

headland
Finished measurements
Garment circumference at bust
37 (39, 43, 45, 48¼, 51, 53¾, 57¾, 59¾, 63)"
[94 (99, 109, 114.5, 123, 129.5, 136.5, 146.5, 151.5, 160) cm]
Suggested ease at bust: + 6 to 8" [+15 to 20 cm],
at upper arm: + ¾ to 1½" [+ 2 to 4 cm]
Samples shown in 45" [114.5 cm] size, worn with 6½"
[16.5 cm] of positive ease at bust, ¾" [2 cm] at upper arm.
Yarn
Quince and Co Tern,
75% American wool, 25% silk; 221 yd [202 m] / 50g

Notions
• Stitch markers, including 1 unique for beginning of round
• Yarn needle
• Stitch holder (spare needle or waste yarn)

2 x 2 stripes
MC: 4 (4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6, 7, 7) skeins in Stonington
CC: 3 (3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5) skeins in Mist
or
MC: 800 (840, 920, 960, 1050, 1090, 1170, 1260, 1330, 1380) yds
[730 (770, 840, 880, 960, 1000, 1070, 1160, 1210, 1260) m]

Gauge
24 sts and 35 rows = 4" [10 cm] in stockinette stitch, on
US 5 [3.75 mm] needles, after blocking.

CC: 520 (550, 600, 630, 690, 720, 780, 840, 880, 920) yds
[480 (500, 540, 570, 630, 660, 710, 760, 800, 840) m]
6 x 2 stripes
MC: 5 (6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 8, 8, 9, 9) skeins in Wheeler Bay
CC: 2 (2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3) skeins in Mist
or
MC: 1060 (1110, 1210, 1270, 1390, 1460, 1560, 1680, 1770, 1840) yds
[970 (1020, 1110, 1160, 1270, 1330, 1430, 1540, 1610, 1680) m]
CC: 260 (270, 300, 310, 340, 360, 390, 420, 440, 460) yds
[240 (250, 270, 290, 310, 330, 360, 380, 400, 420) m]
Needles
Body
US 5 [3.75 mm] circ, 32" [80 cm] long
US 5 [3.75 mm] circ, 40" [100 cm] long
US 3 [3.25 mm] circ, 32" [80 cm] long
Sleeves
US 5 [3.75 mm] circ, 12 to 16" [30 to 40 cm] long
US 5 [3.75 mm] needles of preferred style for working
small circumferences in the round
Neckband
US 2 [2.75 mm] circ, 24" [60 cm] long
US 3 [3.25 mm] circ, 24" [60 cm] long
Adjust needle size if necessary to obtain gauge


overview
A modern shape with a nod towards the classic French
Pull Marin, Headland is drop shouldered, and designed
with positive ease—but uses shoulder and side-seam
shaping to keep things from getting overly boxy.
The sweater is knit from the top down. Shoulders are
shaped with short rows, angling them downward for a
better fit. Front and back are joined at the underarms
and the body is worked in the round to the hem. Back
hem is lowered and curved with short rows. Sleeves are
picked up from the armholes and worked in the round
to the cuff.
Choosing a size Headland is designed to fit with 6–8"
[15–20 cm] of positive ease at the bust. If you are
between sizes, consider choosing the smaller size and
adjusting the shaping to maintain the desired ease.
Fabric stretch considerations Download this pdf for additional tips on yarn substitution and selecting a size.
Row gauge considerations If your row gauge is different
from the stated gauge, use the depth measurements
given in the instructions, rather than the row counts.
Make adjustments symmetrically—if you work fewer
rows on the upper back, do the same for the front.
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